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Matched Series Dates and Charter Numbers
on National Bank Notes

0 NE possible set that caught my attention early in my
collecting career was one comprised of national bank
notes in which the charter number matched the series

date. This quest was stimulated by finding a Series of 1882
brown back from The Will County National Bank of Joliet,
Illinois, charter 1882 in the Ella Overby hoard from Glenwood,
Minnesota.

The hoard was found in Mrs. Overby's two room shack in
Glenwood, Minnesota, upon her death in 1970. It contained
$96,000, including $18,000 in large-size notes of which $7,400
were nationals from 31 states. John Hickman and John Waters
purchased the non-Minnesota nationals and were so excited
about them, they invited me over to Des Moines for a look
before they had even catalogued them. Hickman and Waters
ultimately sold the notes through their fixed price lists in 1971.

When I arrived in Des Moines, Hickman and Waters could
hardly contain their excitement. They proceeded to show me
the notes one at a time, with obvious delight at each interesting
item. This took almost an hour of hurried looking. We all
leafed past the Joliet note without spotting the 1882.

I returned April 3, 1971, for a much closer look after they had
catalogued the notes. Naturally I had hopes of buying a few
pieces. This time the bold 1882 on the back of the Will County
note clamored for attention. I asked Hickman "Why don't you
sell me this common Illinois note?" He didn't even bother
answering. This note was clearly not the type of thing I bought,
and it was low grade, VG or so. I had been selling them this type
of material for years and he knew something was up.

Hickman turned to Waters who was also equally suspicious
saying "He sees something we don't, what do you think John?"
Hickman went over the note in meticulous detail, finally
reaching into the drawer for a magnifying glass to get an even
closer look. I felt my chances were rising when after some ten
frustrating minutes he handed the note over to Waters who was
also at a loss for my interest in it.

I knew the 1882 had escaped them, so I reached for the note
and asked for a price. Simultaneously a chorus went up from
the two of them. "No you aren't getting it until we see what you
see!" Hickman took the note from me and continued to study
it for maybe another ten minutes, scanning it, feeling the
paper, comparing every detail to other $20 brown backs, and
even smelling it. Finally an expression of delight crossed his
face and in an ear splitting roar he exclaimed "Waters, the
charter number and series are the same!" Hickman was
practically rubbing the back in Waters face now.

As you can imagine, the price negotiations took another half
hour. They let me off for $55, which seemed like a lot of money
to me in 1971!

THE PAPER COLUMN
by Peter Huntoon

Now I was hooked. I quickly researched the other possible
notes in the set, charters 1875, 1901 and 1929. The facts are as
follows.

Charter 1875 was given to The First National Bank of
Kutztown, Pennsylvania, in 1871. This title was changed to The
Keystone National Bank of Reading in 1882. The bank was
liquidated in 1926 during its Series of 1902 issues. A Series of
1875 note was possible for either title.

Charter 1882 was obtained by The Will County National
Bank of Joliet, Illinois, also in 1871. That bank went into
receivership in 1931, so it issued notes from every series. Its
Series of 1882 brown and date backs are the important issues
here. Naturally I prefer the brown backs because of the bold
1882 on the backs.

Charter 1902 belonged to The First National Bank of
Chetopa, Kansas, yet another 1871 bank. This bank is the big
disappointment. It was liquidated in 1875, after issuing only
Original Series notes. No Series of 1902 note for this peculiar
set is possible.

Charter 1929 was awarded to The First National Bank of
Shelby, Ohio, in 1872, and that bank lasted through the entire
note issuing period. Series of 1929 notes would be available
and should be easy to locate. That turned out to be a false
hope!

After the 1882 Joliet, the next addition to my three note set
was the toughest piece, the Series of 1875 from Reading,
Pennsylvania, purchased from Lynn Knight in February of
1974. It was XF, the nicest grade in my set. This chase was too
easy. I had two of the three after only three years.

As these things go, the easy 1929 note turned out to be the
tough piece. About ten years ago I asked Ohio dealer Don Kelly
about them and he told me he remembered handling only one
of them. He did come up with a Type I $20 in VG, his second,
but it had some writing erased from the face and 1 passed on it.
Finally, after searching price lists for two decades since this
quest began, one showed up on Allen Karn's July-August 1990
list. It was a $10 Type I. I quickly called but it just wasn't made
for me. I missed it. These Shelby's were tough and in demand
to boot!

Kam handles a lot of notes and he is situated in Ohio. Every
time his price list comes, the first thing I look for is another
Series of 1929 Shelby. My fortunes finally changed this past
week when his July 1992 list arrived, yielding the $5 Type II
shown here. I called immediately, got to it before it had been
sold, and finally, after 21 years, finished this three note set!

I think this set is curious. Maybe the logic underlying it is
even arcane. But what can you expect of someone who spent
years waiting for the same license plate number, 1875, to
become available for his car, pickup truck, utility trailer and
even an old motorcycle. Other people have shown off notes to
me that contained some internal coincidence such as having
matched charter and serial numbers. Now they can aspire to
one with matched series date, charter number, and serial
number!
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The series date matches the charter number on each of these.
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